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The Swiss Centers and Swiss Wine Promotion team up to boost Swiss wines in China
-

Swiss Wine Promotion and the Swiss Centers Group signed a partnership agreement with the goal of
boosting Swiss wines in the Chinese market.

-

The potential is big: Chinese wine imports have soared from 286 million liters in 2010 to 679 million liters
in 2018. After a decline in the economically difficult years 2019 and 2020, observers expect a return to
pre-pandemic levels and long-term growth. China is the world’s sixth leading wine consuming country,
while the average individual wine consumption of 1l per year is still far behind Switzerland (35l) or
France (46l).

-

At the China International Import Exhibition CIIE in early November, the Swiss Centers organize a Swiss
Cluster Booth. A special section will be dedicated to the promotion of Swiss wines. It will be one of the first
times that so many Swiss wines will be gathered "under the same roof” in China.

Neuchâtel (October 1, 2021) – Joining forces to boost Swiss wines in China: On October 1st, Swiss Wine Promotion
and the Swiss Centers Group signed a partnership agreement in Château d’Auvernier, one of the largest and oldest
wineries in the canton of Neuchâtel. The common goal: promoting Swiss wines in the dynamic Chinese market.
“China currently is responsible for 5-6% of the Swiss wine exports. We expect that this share will increase, as
Chinese consumers are becoming more and more fond of unique and exclusive products of high quality,“ explains
Zhen Xiao, CEO of the Swiss Centers Group, an organization that has been concretely supporting the Swiss economy
in developing business in China for over two decades.
Nicolas Joss, Director of Swiss Wine Promotion, the national promotional organization for Swiss wines in
Switzerland and abroad, explains the reasons for this new partnership: “We are proud to be able to create
synergies between Swiss entities such as Swiss Centers and Swiss Wine Promotion and to be able to offer to Swiss
producers a recognized partner who knows the Chinese market and who will professionally accompany our
wineries in developing their exports in a structured manner and adapted to the realities of trade in China.”
China: wine import growth expected
The Chinese wine market has attracted global attention when the imports grew from 286 million liters in 2010 to
679 million liters in 2018, an average annual growth rate of 11.4%. In 2018 and 2019, wine imports have
decreased considerably due to the country’s slowing economy, trade wars, and of course the Covid-19 pandemic.
Despite the impressive growth since 2010, the Chinese wine market is still relatively young. While Swiss people
on average drink 35l of wine per year, the average Chinese drinks only one liter. China currently is the sixth largest
consumer of wine in the world, and 40% of the consumed wines are imported. Observers expect that China’s
import wine demand will grow rapidly in the coming years, with demand for bottled wine continuing to dominate.1
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Analysis and Forecasts of the Demand for Imported Wine in China, Cornell Hospitality Quarterly, https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1938965520981070

The cooperation agreement between Swiss Wine Promotion and Swiss Centers was signed by Robert Cramer
(President of Swiss Wine Promotion), Nicolas Joss (Director of Swiss Wine Promotion), as well as Swiss Centers
President Jean-Jacques de Dardel and CEO Zhen Xiao. Jean-Kley Tullii, Head of the Economic Department at the
Canton of Neuchâtel, attended the signing ceremony.
The Swiss Wine Promotion’ voice in China
The Swiss Centers will be the representative and the local operational force of the Swiss Wine Promotion in China.
Jointly, the partners will define and develop the marketing and communications, through fairs, events, and social
media work to better promote Swiss wines in China. In this capacity, the Swiss Centers will also act as the contact
point for Swiss wineries who aren’t in China yet but wish to access the Chinese market. The Swiss Centers
specialists will support the export process, as well as trade and marketing activities.
China International Import Expo (CIIE)
A first joint project will be the upcoming China International Import Expo (CIIE) 2021, which will be held from
November 5-10 in Shanghai, China. At the trade fair, Swiss Centers organizes a Swiss booth in partnership with
the Swiss Chinese Chamber of Commerce, SwissCham and S-GE. This Swiss Cluster booth will showcase high
quality consumer goods as well as food and agricultural products. A special section of the booth will be dedicated
to the promotion of Swiss wines. Most of the distributors of Swiss wines in China will be present to promote and
sell their wines, increase brand awareness, and create new business opportunities. It will be one of the first times
that so many Swiss wines will be gathered "under the same roof” in China.

A strong partnership (from left to right): Nicolas Joss (Director Swiss Wine Promotion), Robert Cramer (President
Swiss Wine Promotion), Jean-Kley Tullii (Director, Service of the Economy for the Canton of Neuchâtel), Jean-Jacques
de Dardel (President Swiss Centers) and Zhen Xiao (CEO Swiss Centers) at the signing ceremony.
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From left to right: Robert Cramer (President Swiss Wine Promotion) and Jean-Jacques de Dardel (President Swiss
Centers).
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From left to right, from top to bottom: Jasmin Schmid (Project Manager Swiss Wine Promotion), Henry Aloys Grosjean
(Vice Director Caves du Château d'Auvernier), Romain Barrabas (Customer Relations Executive Swiss Centers), JeanKley Tullii (Director, Service of the Economy for the Canton of Neuchâtel), Dominique Lauener (Board Member Swiss
Centers), Marine Bréhonnet (Communication Manager Swiss Wine Promotion), Nicolas Joss (Director Swiss Wine
Promotion), Robert Cramer (President Swiss Wine Promotion), Jean-Jacques de Dardel (President Swiss Centers) and
Zhen Xiao (CEO Swiss Centers)
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Caves du Château d'Auvernier
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About Swiss Centers Group
Founded in 2000 as a non-profit Sino-Swiss public-private partnership, the Swiss Centers are by far the largest cluster of Swiss companies in
Asia.
Swiss Centers practical solutions supported the businesses of over 400 companies in China – both SMEs and large enterprises. Among others,
the Swiss Centers experts have established 50 production companies and more than 50 commercial offices for Swiss companies in both
industrial and consumer goods. In cooperation with the Swiss diplomatic representations in China, Swiss Centers also conducts surveys that
provide the most detailed expertise available on the situation of Swiss companies in China, and at the same time promotes the Swiss Made
brand and Switzerland as a country for quality, innovation and industrial leadership.
With locations strategically situated on China's dynamic East Coast (Shanghai and Tianjin), Swiss Centers provide:
-

Instant physical office space as well as ready-to-use workshops, showrooms and warehouses;
Trade and supply chain management, including product registration, import/export, transport, warehouse and distribution.
Relations with local Chinese authorities and connections to Swiss government and institutions in China;
Support for secure technology transfer and intellectual property protection;
Access to professional services tailored to SMEs in all aspects of setting up and developing business in China (legal, tax, accounting,
recruitment, HR management, IT, marketing).

For more information and some reference cases, kindly visit www.swisscenters.org

About Swiss Wine Promotion
Swiss Wine Promotion (SWP) is responsible for promoting the image of Swiss wine in Switzerland and abroad. Its mandate is to help position
Swiss wine as a product with high added value and to work with the viticulture and wine producing industry as a whole to increase the value
of their products. Swiss Wine Promotion’s mandate comes from the Interprofession de la Vigne et du Vin Suisse (IVVS), to develop and
implement its marketing, communication, media and image strategy.
The main communication channels of SWP are aimed at: the end consumer, fine cuisine industry, major retailers, large companies and Swiss
organizations as well as wine tourism. All of the activities undertaken by SWP must be in line with the “Quality” strategy developed by the
Federal Office for Agriculture (FOAG).
Through its actions, SWP wishes to highlight the age-old traditions, know-how and diversity of the many vineyards that are part of our country's
cultural heritage.
The red and white Swiss Wine logo, the colors of Switzerland, underlines the "swissness" and recalls the 6 wine-producing regions.
For more information, kindly visit: https://swisswine.ch/en
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